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Abstract – The ice covered active Öræfajökull central volcano forms a mountain range extending south from
the central Vatnajökull ice cap, SE-Iceland. The high elevation span (7–2110 m a.s.l.) and extreme precipitation
of this coastal part of Vatnajökull results in large mass turnover and high dynamic activity. Here we present
bedrock and surface digital elevation models (DEMs) of Öræfajökull ice cap and its many outlets. The bedrock
DEM is derived from radio echo sounding profiles and point measurements carried out in 1991–2012, and
the surface from airborne LiDAR surveys in 2010–2011. At the centre of Öræfajökull is a ∼14 km2 caldera
containing 4.3 km3 of ice, reaching ice thickness of 540 m. Most of the caldera drains meltwater eastwards to
Kvíá river while the rest drains mainly westwards to Virkisá river. The caldera floor of Öræfajökull is smooth
and volcanic mounds and ridges appear almost absent. An exception is a small topographic mound, beneath
∼400 m of ice, near the water divides between Kvíá and Virkisá. The bedrock topography also suggests a
separate caldera collapse, ∼6 km2 and ∼150 m deep, within the main caldera. The subglacial topography
implies an older highly eroded caldera north of the Öræfajökull summit (Hvannadalshnúkur 2110 m a.s.l.),
similar in size to the present main caldera. The outlets of Öræfajökull, currently in some places up to 550
m thick, have excavated troughs reaching as far as 220 m below current sea level. Based on estimates of the
present sediment transport rate in the rivers draining Öræfajökull, and the volume of the troughs, it would take
over ∼4000 years to form these troughs. Hence, it is unlikely that they were all excavated during the Little
Ice Age. Marginal lakes will continue to grow and new ones form in the troughs as the outlets retreat in the
coming decades, assuming current climate conditions or climate warming. The distribution of ice volume and
area with elevation is however quite different from one outlet to another, suggesting variable glacier response
to changing climatic conditions. A persistent temperature rise of 0.5–1.0◦ C may cause the lowest outlets to
disappear completely, while the outlets with accumulation areas high up at the Öræfajökull caldera will survive
even the warmest predicted climate scenarios.

INTRODUCTION
Öræfajökull is an ice covered, active central volcano
at the southern edge of Vatnajökull ice cap in SIceland (Figure 1). This area has the highest recorded
precipitation in Iceland (Crochet, 2007) on the central plateau mass balance of ∼6–8 m water equivalent
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(mwe ) yr−1 has been typically observed (Guðmundsson, 2000). The ice cap is temperate with an elevation span of 7–2110 m a.s.l. (derived from LiDAR observations in 2010–2011, as discussed later) including
the highest peak of Iceland, Hvannadalshnúkur (2110
m). Ablation is negligible in the uppermost part.
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Figure 1. Location of study area. The Öræfajökull ice cap is shown with 100 m contours. Blue areas show
marginal lakes and the ocean. The grey area on the corner inset shows the volcanic zones of Iceland. Red areas
show active central volcanoes. The labels EVS, E and S represent the Eastern Volcanic Zone, Esjufjöll central
volcano and Snæfell central volcano, respectively. – Öræfajökull og nágrenni. Jökullinn er sýndur með 100 m
hæðarlínum. Blá svæði eru jaðarlón og sjór. Gráu svæðin á innfelldu myndinni sýna legu gosbeltanna, rauð
svæði virkar megineldstöðvar.
Since the settlement of Iceland (∼900 AD), Öræfajökull has erupted twice, in 1362 and 1727. The Plinian
eruption of 1362, one of largest historical eruptions in
Iceland, had devastating consequences for the district,
both by lahars or jökulhlaup and tephra fall (Thorarinsson, 1958; Sharma et al., 2008).
The Danish General Staff published the first topographic map of Öræfajökull in the beginning of the
20th century. It was based on trigonometric measurements carried out in 1904 and was published in
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the scale 1:200,000 and 1:50,000 (Generalstabens Topografiske Afdeling, 1904; 1905). The ablation areas of Öræfajökull outlets were next mapped by the
U.S. Army Map Service, using aerial photographs
from 1945 (Army Map Service, Corps of Engineers,
1950; 1951). These maps, published also in the scale
1:50,000, adopted the contour lines from the Danish
maps at higher elevations. It is only in the past decade
that new topographic maps of Öræfajökull, based on
aerial (Loftmyndir ehf., 2004, covering parts of the
JÖKULL No. 62, 2012
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ablation area) and satellite photographs (ASTER and
SPOT5), have become available.
The first survey of the bedrock underneath Öræfajökull was carried out in 1985 with radio echo sounding. It included profiles in the northern part of Öræfajökull and within the Öræfajökull caldera revealing up to 500 m thick ice at the centre of the caldera
(Björnsson, 1988). Magnússon et al. (2007) have also
published a map showing the bedrock beneath the
lower part of the Kvíár-, Hrútár- and Fjallsjökull outlet glaciers flowing eastwards from Öræfajökull.
Öræfajökull is situated in an active off-rift volcanic zone, some 50 km east of the Eastern Volcanic
Zone, (Figure 1). The off-rift zone is ∼120 km long
trending SW-NE, is represented as the Öræfi Volcanic Belt (Thordarson and Larsen, 2007). It is mostly
covered by the Vatnajökull ice cap and includes the
Esjufjöll central volcano in S-Vatnajökull and the
Snæfell central volcano north of Vatnajökull. Öræfajökull rests between and partly covering two extinct
central volcanoes, Skaftafellsfjöll to the west and the
deeply eroded Breiðamerkurfjall to the east where intrusive gabbro and granophyre has been exposed. The
lower bulk of Öræfajökull is composed of horizontally stratified basalt believed to have formed in the
rift zone about 10 –12 Ma ago (upper Miocene). This
Tertiary pile has been isostatically uplifted and largely
eroded by glacial activity over the last 3 Ma (Helgason and Duncan, 2001). The upper part of the volcano, south of Svínafellsjökull and Fjallsjökull (Figure 1), piled up during the last 0.7 Ma and its structural composition varies from interglacial lava flow to
subglacial pillow lava, hyaloclastite tuff and breccia
(Thorarinsson, 1958; Prestvik, 1982; Stevenson et al.,
2006).
In this paper we present a detailed topographic
map of the bedrock beneath the ice cover of Öræfajökull. This map in combination with an accurate map of
ice surface topography, improves our understanding
of how glaciological processes have shaped the bed
of this ice cap of extreme mass throughput and large
elevation range. We derive fundamental information
needed for risk assessment and evaluation of potential
ice-volcano interaction during an eruption in Öræfajökull, including locations of water divides, ice thickJÖKULL No. 62, 2012

ness and total ice volume within the caldera of Öræfajökull. Furthermore, we identify topographic features
of the volcano which may be of relevance for the eruptive history of Öræfajökull.

DATA AND METHODS
Radio echo sounding data
The radio echo sounding (RES) data used in this
study (Figure 2–3) include profile measurements in
the northern part of our study area measured in 1991–
1993 during a survey of Breiðamerkurjökull (Björnsson et al., 1992) and Skeiðarárjökull (Björnsson,
2009; Magnússon, 2008), point measurements obtained mainly in the lower part of Öræfajökull in
1998–2006 (including data from Pálsson et al., 1998
and Magnússon et al., 2007) and profile measurements carried out in the accumulation area of the
glacier in 2009 and 2012. Continuous profiles of
RES measurements were obtained by placing a transmitter and a receiver on sledges at the centre of the
corresponding antenna, which together form a single
line. The setup is towed by a snow mobile or scooter
(e.g. Björnsson et al., 2000), equipped with a positioning system (Loran-C/GPS for horizontal location
and barometer for elevation in 1991–1993, differential GPS for both in 2009 and 2012). The radio echo
sounder used during the survey in 1991–1993 was a
mono pulse analogue system developed at the Science Institute, University of Iceland (Sverrisson et al.,
1980). It has receiver bandwidth of 1–5 MHz and has
been used to map the subglacial bedrock of large parts
the Icelandic ice caps (e.g. Björnsson et al., 2000;
Björnsson, 2009). The profiles measured on Öræfajökull in 1985 were obtained with this system but due
to inaccuracy in profile locations, and since later observations cover essentially the same area, the data
from 1985 are not used.
In 2009 around 170 km of RES-profiles were
measured in the accumulation area of Öræfajökull
(Figure 2). The profile locations were planned on
ortho-rectified SPOT5 images acquired in late summer 2006/07 in order to avoid crevasses. The radio echo sounder used in 2009 is a mono-pulse system (Mingo and Flowers, 2010). By adopting the
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Figure 2. RES lines 1991–1993 (red), 2009 (blue), 2012 (orange), RES point survey 1998–2006 (purple dots)
and lake depth measurements 2006 (black dots). Green dots show points where thickness was estimated from a
derived relation between thickness and surface slope (Figure 3). The figure only shows ice thickness estimates
adopted in the making of the bedrock DEM (<20 m difference between the ice thickness obtained from our
simple relation and the ice thickness derived by subtracting the final bedrock DEM from the LiDAR surface
DEM). – Íssjármælilínur 1991–1993 (rauðar), 2009 (bláar), 2012 (appelsínugular), íssjármælipunktar 1998–
2006 (fjólubláir punktar) og dýptarmælingar á lónum 2006 (svartir punktar). Grænir punktar sýna staði þar
sem ísþykkt var áætluð út frá reynslusambandi yfirborðshalla og ísþykktar (3. mynd).
same antennae as used for the previous analogue system, a similar receiver bandwidth is obtained. Data
are recorded digitally, making post-processing easier
compared to the analogue system. The final processing steps are however essentially the same for both
systems and include digitizing the reflected bedrock
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signal from a radargram showing distance along the
profile on the x-axis and the depth of the reflector
on the y-axis (Figure 4). This depth is derived from
the difference in travel time of the wave travelling
along the surface and the reflected wave. Geographical position and surface elevation are assigned to
JÖKULL No. 62, 2012
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of the ice thickness
from the 2009 RES survey data against
sinθ, where θ is the surface slope in flow
direction. The red line shows a linear relation used to estimate ice thickness in areas where surface slope, θ, is between 8◦
and 20◦ and no RES data are available
(Figure 2). – Dreifirit sem sýnir ísþykkt
mælda með íssjá á Öræfajökli árið 2009
á móti sinθ, þar sem θ er yfirborðshalli í
flæðistefnu jökulsins. Rauða línan sýnir
metið línulegt samband sem notað var til
að áætla ísþykkt á svæðum þar sem yfirborðshalli var á bilinu 8–20◦ (2. mynd).

each x-coordinate of the image. We finally apply
2-dimensional migration along the surveyed profiles
(e.g. Claerbout, 1985) to compensate for the width of
the radar beam illuminating the subglacial bedrock,
which may be up 200 m wide for the range of the
observed ice thickness. The accuracy in derived icethickness is estimated ±15 m (Björnsson et al., 2000).
The accuracy in derived bedrock elevation can be considered the same for the 2009 observations but somewhat higher at ±17 m for the 1991–1993 observations, due to additional uncertainty in the surface elevation.
The RES point measurements, mostly carried out
in 2005 and 2006, are primarily from the lower part
of glacier, where the rough and crevassed glacier surface makes continuous profiling very difficult. They
were made with the system used in 1991–1993, but
with a modification on how data was recorded. For
a single observation the antennae are generally aligning parallel on the glacier surface 20–60 m apart. We
assume that the difference in travel time between the
direct wave and the wave reflected from the bedrock
reveals the ice thickness midway between the antennae. x,y,zs coordinates are taken at that point. Bedrock
elevation is calculated as surface elevation (zs ) minus
ice thickness. Migration of this dataset is not possible
due to its discrete nature and thus the uncertainty of
the bedrock elevation is on the order of ±20 m. The
data discontinuity also makes misinterpretation of the
JÖKULL No. 62, 2012

bedrock reflection more likely than for the continuous
RES measurements.
Surface DEM
The surface DEM used in this study was obtained with
an airborne laser scanning commonly referred to as
LiDAR (an acronym for Light Detection And Ranging). The measurements were carried out by TopScan (http://www.topscan.de) in 2010, at elevations
>∼1300 m a.s.l. and 2011, at elevations <∼1300 m
a.s.l. The DEM has a pixel size of 5 m x 5 m and vertical accuracy <0.5m (Jóhannesson et al., in press). It
covers the whole of Öræfajökull ice cap in addition
to most of the ice free part of the Öræfajökull volcano and adjoined mountains (Figure 5). The survey
of Öræfajökull is part of an ongoing project led by the
Icelandic Meteorological Office and Institute of Earth
Sciences, University of Iceland, which aims to complete topographic mapping of nearly all glaciated areas in Iceland with LiDAR (Jóhannesson et al., 2011;
Jóhannesson et al., in press).
Construction of bedrock DEM
To construct the bedrock DEM of Öræfajökull we first
outlined the glacier margin and nunataks. This was
done by viewing the LiDAR DEM as both a shaded relief image and as elevation contours with 10 m interval
(sometimes smaller if needed) in Surfer© 10 (Golden
Software, Inc.). This reveals changes in both surface slope and texture, making manual outlining of
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Figure 4. a) An example of a RES profile
within the Öræfajökull caldera. b) The same
profile with interpreted bedrock backscatter (red lines). c) Corresponding profile
locations. Roman numbers in a and b
show matching locations. – a) Dæmi um
íssjármælisnið innan Öræfajökulsöskjunnar.
b) Staðsetning sniðsins. b) Sama snið með
túlkuðu botnendurkasti (rauð lína). c) Staðsetning sniðsins. Rómverskar tölur á b samsvara punktum á a.
glaciated areas rather simple in most cases. In more
complex areas where this method was not sufficient,
an ortho-rectified SPOT5 image from September 2010
was used to further aid the interpretation. The interpreted outlines were then used to extract the elevation
at the glacier margin from the LiDAR DEM to secure continuity between the DEMs of the subglacial
bedrock and the ice free regions.
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In some regions of Öræfajökull the RES data are
sparse or completely absent. This is particularly true
in steep and crevassed regions where RES measurements would be both risky and time consuming. To
compensate for lack of observations in these regions
we use the RES data from 2009 to estimate a relation between the ice thickness and the surface slope
θ calculated from degraded LiDAR DEM with 100
JÖKULL No. 62, 2012
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Figure 5. A contour map of Öræfajökull derived from the LiDAR DEM (20 m contour interval). Glaciated
regions in 2011 are shown with a greyscale color map. – Hæðarlínukort af Öræfajökli og nágrenni (20 m
hæðarlínubil). Svæði hulin jökli árið 2011 eru sýnd með gráskala þekju.
m x 100 m grid size (Figure 3). As a first order approximation we may suppose a linear relationship between ice thickness and sinθ for a given shape factor, depending on the ice flow cross section (Paterson, 1994). For steep slopes we expect the ice to be
generally thin compared to the width of the given ice
flow unit, hence we assume this shape factor to be
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constant for the referred slope interval. We use the
derived relation to outline pseudo ice thickness profiles in the steep slopes of Öræfajökull, which together
with the surface elevation from the LiDAR DEM are
used to give an estimate for the bedrock elevation in
regions with slopes between 8◦ and 20◦ . Due to the
high scatter of the ice thickness such a simple rela-
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tion is not appropriate for slopes <8◦ (Figure 3), hence
some unmeasured areas within that slope range have
poorly constrained bedrock topography. For regions
with slopes >20◦ we expect the ice to be thin (typically <60 m) limiting the range of possible bedrock
elevation significantly.
The RES data, the glacier outlines with assigned
elevations, and the pseudo profiles with estimated
bedrock elevation, were used as an input to calculate
a preliminary bedrock DEM using the kriging interpolation function in Surfer. The preliminary DEM
was displayed in Surfer as a contour map with 20 m
interval on top of the surface DEM viewed as both
a shaded relief image and a contour map (20 m interval). The RES data, the glacier outlines and the
pseudo profiles were posted as the final layer. These
data layers viewed simultaneously were used to manually interpret and digitize the contour lines for the
bedrock topography with 20 m intervals. The location of contours is more or less fixed along the RES
profiles and the glacier outlines by the preliminary
DEM, but elsewhere the contour locations are less
constrained. In our interpretation we attempt to construct a bedrock topography which may produce the
known surface topography and crevasse pattern observed in the LiDAR DEM. By adopting estimated
bedrock elevation at the pseudo profiles we are generally able to produce realistic landscape with some
exceptions where the derived relation is clearly invalid. This is the case at relatively gentle areas near
the glacier margin where the predicted ice thickness
is clearly overestimated. There we predict smooth interconnection with the land outside the glacier margin.
In some areas of steep surface down-glacier of regions
with thick ice our simple relation (Figure 3) unrealistically predicts thin ice, resulting in deep closed depressions in the subglacial topography. In such cases
we prefer to construct a valley to favour the continuity of the ice flux. This explains the lack of pseudo
profiles in some unmeasured areas in Figure 2 in addition to those where the surface slope is not between
8◦ and 20◦ . In areas lacking both RES-measurements
and ice thickness estimates from our simple relation
(Figure 3) the probability of misinterpreting bedrock
topography is highest.
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Each manually digitized contour line was next
taken and a new one linearly interpolated with 25 m
length interval between the points forming the derived
contour line. These interpolated contour lines along
with elevation at the glacier outlines were used to calculate bedrock DEM with kriging interpolation. Before calculating the final bedrock DEM, the obtained
DEM was reviewed to check for erroneous contours.
Some additional elevation contours in between the 20
m contours were also added to the input dataset at few
locations to avoid negative ice thicknesses as well as
unwanted 20 m contour lines resulting from the kriging interpolation. The DEM of the subglacial bedrock
was finally mosaicked with the regions interpreted as
ice free in the LiDAR DEM (Figure 6).

SUBGLACIAL TROUGHS
Results
The subglacial bedrock of Öræfajökull spans an elevation range from ∼2100 m above sea level down to
at least 200 m below sea level (Figure 6). Such low
bedrock elevation can be found beneath both Svínafellsjökull and Fallsjökull outlet glaciers. Skaftafellsjökull and Kvíárjökull also reach below sea level.
Marginal lakes will continue to grow and new ones
form in the next decades if the fast retreat of the Öræfajökull outlets observed in recent years (Sigurðsson, 2011) continues, let alone if further warming
takes place as climate predictions imply (Lemke et
al., 2007; Rummukainen, 2006). If the present ice
cover would instantaneously disappear and the current
bedrock topography were maintained the lakes would
cover an area of ∼33 km2 and contain 2.4 km3 of water (Figure 7; Table 1). The lake replacing Skaftafellsjökull would be the largest both in terms of area
(∼11 km2 ) and volume (∼0.8 km3 ) but the lake replacing Svínafellsjökull would be the deepest with a
maximum depth of ∼320 m.
Discussion
It has been put forward that the troughs beneath
Breiðamerkurjökull and Hoffellsjökull outlets of SEVatnajökull were excavated into gently sloping sediment plains during the Little Ice Age (Björnsson,
1996; Björnsson and Pálsson, 2004). If we assume
JÖKULL No. 62, 2012
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Figure 6. The bedrock topography of Öræfajökull and surroundings shown as contour map (20 m contour interval) and as a color coded image. The blue areas show bedrock below sea level. The blue lines outline glaciated
areas. – Botnkort Öræfajökuls (20 m hæðarlínur). Blá svæði eru undir sjávarmáli. Bláar línur sýna jökuljaðar
og sker 2011.
that the subglacial troughs below Öræfajökull outlets
were filled with sediments sometime prior to the Little Ice Age, the volume of excavated sediment since
the troughs started to form again would be 3–3.5 km3 .
Here we assume sediment plains with similar surface
gradient as in the nearby glacier free valleys. The sediment volume excavated and transported by ice, stored
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in terminal moraines in front of the glacier, is only
a fraction of the total excavated sediments. Large
majority of the excavated sediments has been transported to the sea by glacier rivers. The estimated volume of excavated sediments corresponds to around 6
x 1012 kg of dry sediment assuming specific weight of
1800 kg m−3 . The recent annual sediment transport of
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Figure 7. Perspective view from SSW of Öræfajökull ice cap (top) and bedrock (bottom). The centre image
shows the ice cap replaced by lakes in large bedrock depressions. – Öræfajökull séður úr suðsuðvestri, með
(efst) og án (neðst) jökulhettu. Á miðmyndinni eru komin stöðuvötn í stærstu lægðir í stað jökulíss.
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Table 1. The dimensions of lakes that would form if ice in the ablation area of Öræfajökull were removed and
no sediment replacement occurred. Names of lakes refer to the name of the outlet glaciers (Figure 1) except the
lake Fjallsárlón in front of Fjallsjökull, which already has a name. The dimensions of a lake filling the caldera
of Öræfajökull if the ice cap were removed are given separately at the bottom of the table. – Flatarmál, rúmmál
og dýpi lóna sem myndast ef skriðjöklar Öræfajökuls hverfa án þess að setfylling komi í staðinn. Neðst eru
samsvarandi tölur fyrir stöðuvatn sem myndast ef ísinn í Öræfajökulsöskjunni hverfur.
Area (km2 )

Volume (km3 )

Max. depth (m)

Average depth (m)

1.9
10.8
5.1
0.8
3.7
0.6
9.8

0.11
0.76
0.61
0.02
0.20
0.01
0.65

145
230
320
70
0
25
210

55
70
120
25
55
15
65

Total

33

2.4

Öræfajökull caldera lake

7.9

1.0

240

125

Name
Morsárjökull lagoon
Skaftafellsjökull lagoon
Svínafellsjökull lagoon
Virkisjökull lagoon
Kvíarjökull lagoon
Hrútarjökull lagoon
Fjallsárlón

the glacier rivers draining from the outlet glaciers covering these troughs is ∼1.5 x 109 kg yr−1 (Tómasson,
1990). At these rates the rivers would need ∼4000
years to excavate these troughs in a pre-existing sediment plain. An order of magnitude increase in the
sediment transport rate and an average sediment concentration in the rivers, on the order of tens of kg per
m3 of river discharge, would be required to narrow
the period of excavation down to the Little Ice Age.
The outlet glaciers of Öræfajökull do not surge nor
have significant jökulhlaups been reported from the
outlets overlying the largest troughs beneath Skaftafellsjökull, Svínafellsjökull and Fjallsjökull (jökulhlaups occurring during historic eruptions did not affect these outlet glaciers). Such events are therefore
not likely to have aided significantly to the excavation,
in contrast to what may have been the case for other
troughs underneath outlets of S-Vatnajökull including
Breiðamerkurjökull (Björnsson, 1996), Hoffellsjökull (Björnsson and Pálsson, 2004) and Skeiðarárjökull
(Magnússon, 2008). It is therefore likely that some of
the troughs underneath the Öræfajökull outlet glaciers
have existed since the settlement of Iceland (∼900
AD) and even much longer, either in form of lakes,
subglacial troughs or both. It may also be questioned
if troughs like the one underneath Svínafellsjökull
JÖKULL No. 62, 2012

have ever been filled completely with sediments since
the last Ice Age maximum, given the small drainage
area of Svínafellsjökull above the present trough compared to the volume of the trough.

ICE CATCHMENTS AND WATER
DRAINAGE BASINS
Results
The derived ice thickness and ice divides of the main
ice catchment basins of Öræfajökull are shown in Figure 8a. The thickest glacier ice within our study area
is in the ablation area of Skaftafellsjökull and Svínafellsjökull where it exceeds 550 m. The ice divides are
generally forced by the rugged topography. In the few
exceptions where drawing the ice divides is not trivial
we use a trace algorithm to obtain ice flow lines from
the LiDAR DEM. Small scale surface changes have
limited effects on the ice flow direction. The LiDAR
DEM was therefore degraded to 100 m x 100 m grid
size, prior to the tracing and filtered with a moving
circular window. The weight of the circular filter decreases linearly towards zero with distance from the
centre as suggested by Kamb and Echelmayer (1986).
The filter width was equal to the 5-fold ice thickness
at each location.
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To draw the water divides between subglacial
drainage basins (Figure 9), we assume static water
potential ϕ with water pressure equal to the ice overburden pressure (see e.g. Paterson, 1994):
ϕ = ρw gzb + ρi gH
where ρw =1000 kg m−3 and ρi = 900 kg m−3 is
the density of water and ice, g = 9.82 m s−2 the acceleration due to gravity, zb the bedrock elevation
and H= zs -zb is the ice thickness. To calculate H the
surface elevation (zs ) was derived using the LiDAR
DEM with 100 m x 100 m grid size, filtered with a
same kind of circular filter as described above with
width equal to the ice thickness at each location. By
applying a filter of this size we are assuming that, due
to the strength of the ice, the weight of an ice column
affects the ice overburden pressure over a distance
equal to the ice thickness. The ice and water divides
often coincide since the locations of water divides
are also commonly forced by the rugged topography.
In areas of more gentle topography the water divides
are derived using a trace algorithm with the water
potential as an input.
Discussion
The distribution of ice with elevation is considerably
different from one outlet of Öræfajökull to another
(Figure 8b). Due to this difference we would expect
these outlets to respond differently to current climatic
conditions. If we assume that in the past decade the
equilibrium line altitude (ELA) of Öræfajökull outlets

has been similar to the observed ELA at the neighbouring Breiðamerkurjökull it would be typically between 1100 and 1200 m a.s.l. (Björnsson and Pálsson,
2008). This along with the area distribution indicates
accumulation area ratio (AAR, the ratio of the accumulation area to the total glacier area) close to 0.6
for the glacier on the west side in addition to Kvíárjökull, while the derived AAR for the south and east
outlets excluding Kvíárjökull is 0.05–0.2 lower. Typical AAR values for Vatnajökull outlets at zero mass
balance are 0.55–0.65 (Björnsson and Pálsson, 2008).
In order to investigate how the variable area distributions, which presumably may lead to east-west trend
in AAR, affect the balance of these glaciers we did a
rough comparison between the LiDAR DEM and elevation observation from 2002–2006. The older data
covers only the ablation area of the glaciers and includes DEMs from Loftmyndir ehf. obtained in 2002–
2003 and GPS profiles in 2005–2006 obtained during
the RES point observations. This comparison reveals
typically 3–10 m yr−1 lowering for elevations below
500 m a.s.l. but shows no clear trend from west to
east. This indicates that current meteorological conditions can sustain a glacier with lower elevation distribution on the east side of Öræfajökull than on the west
side, due to lower ELA and greater mass turnover on
the east side caused by higher precipitation rate (Crochet, 2007). More quantitative comparison of multitemporal elevation observations and analysis of meteorological data are however needed to conclude further on this subject, which is beyond the scope of this
paper.

Figure 8. a) The ice thickness of Öræfaökull (50 m contours) and ice divides of the main ice catchments (red
lines). b) Cumulative area distribution of ice surface (blue) and bedrock (brown) with elevation. The letters
refer to the ice catchments marked in a. The base of the brown fill indicates the minimum bedrock elevation,
which reaches below sea level (broken blue line) at four ice catchments. The red block indicates the range of
typical ELA on Breiðamerkurjökull outlet glacier (east of Öræfajökull) in recent years (Björnsson and Pálsson,
2008). c) The ice volume for every 50 m surface elevation interval for the same ice catchments. The legend
gives total ice volume of each catchment. Note different scales on the x-axis in both b and c. – a) Þykkt jökuls
og ísasskil. b) Uppsöfnuð flatardreifing með hæð jökulyfirborðs (ljósblátt) og botns (brúnt) fyrir tilsvarandi
íssvæði merkt á mynd a. Botn brúnu þekjanna sýnir lægstu botnhæðir hvers ísasvæðis. Rauði borðinn sýnir
dæmigerða hæð jafnvægislínu á Breiðamerkurjökli undanfarin ár. c) Ísrúmmál á hverju 50 m hæðarbili fyrir
sömu ísasvæði. Heildarrúmmál hvers ísasvæðis er merkt inn á línuritin.
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Figure 9. The main subglacial drainage basins of Öræfajökull. Basin names are given in the legend. Larger
basins are attributed with the river name, the smaller ones with name of the glacier outlet. – Helstu jökulvatnasvið Öræfajökuls.
Even though the outlet glaciers of Öræfajökull
may be responding in a similar way to current climatic
conditions, it is clear from their area and volume distribution (Figure 8b,c) that the future outlook is different from one outlet to another if further warming
occurs. A rise of the ELA up to 1300 m a.s.l. would
cut off large fractions of the accumulation areas on
glaciers like Morsárjökull and Skaftafellsjökull. Both
these glaciers have relatively large ice volume stored
at elevations between 1000 and 1300 m a.s.l. (Figure 8b,c), which might last for several decades, but
if ELA at 1300 m would prevail for much longer time
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period, Morsárjökull would probably disappear completely and Skaftafellsjökull would turn into a small
mountain glacier on the north side of Öræfajökull.
A rise of the ELA up to 1300 m a.s.l. would have
much less effect on the AAR and consequently the
mass balance of Kvíárjökull. We would expect the
glacier margin to retreat significantly, but the main ice
mass within the caldera would remain intact, within
the accumulation area of the glacier. We would therefore have a significant source of ice feeding the outlet
glacier which might still stretch down into the valley
below after reaching a new equilibrium state.
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Results
The caldera of Öræfajökull (∼14 km2 ) stores ∼4.3
km3 of ice, up to 540 m thick (Figure 10). The caldera
floor reaches below 1300 m a.s.l. (Figure 11), more
than 800 m lower than the highest peak of Öræfajökull. Most of the caldera lies within the Kvíá river
drainage basin, while the rest is mostly a part of Virkisá drainage basin.
The height of the passes cutting the rim of the
Öræfajökull caldera is important when evaluating the
potential impact of an eruption of the volcano. The

two main passes were therefore surveyed in detail in
2012 (Figure 2). The elevation of other passages is
expected to be higher based on the size and surface
elevation of their outlet glaciers. The lowest pass underneath Kvíárjökull reaches down to ∼1525 m a.s.l.
while the route towards Fall- and Virkisjökull is at
∼1575 m a.s.l. This implies that of the total water volume of ∼3.9 km3 (∼4.3 km3 of ice) stored within the
caldera a maximum volume of ∼2.9 km3 could drain
out from the caldera. Around 1/4 of the water volume
or ∼1.0 km3 (Figure 7; Table 1) would not be able to
drain across the caldera rims even though all the ice
within the caldera melted during an eruption.

Figure 10. The ice thickness (20 m contours) within and near the Öræfajökull caldera (broken red line). –
Ísþykkt innan Öræfajökulsöskjunnar (brotin rauð lína) og í nágrenni hennar.
JÖKULL No. 62, 2012
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Figure 11. a) The bedrock topography of the Öræfajökull caldera. Contours are shown with 20 m interval.
b) Likely paths of jökulhlaups (red arrows) down into
Virkisá river (west) and Kvíá river (east) in case of an
eruption at location shown with star (also shown in a).
Blue lines in a and b indicate the water divides at the
caldera (a) and the southern part of Öræfajökull (b).
– a) Botnlandslag Öræfajökulsöskjunnar. Bláar línur
sýna vatnaskil. b) Líklegar rennslisleiðir frá gosstöð
(rauð stjarna) við koll í botni öskjunnar.
The caldera is rather smooth indicating limited
volcanic activity within it since it was formed. An exception is a topographic mound situated beneath 400
m of ice at the water divide between the river Virkisá, draining west from the caldera and the river Kvíá,
draining east (Figure 11). The mound is likely to be
the result of a previous eruption and should be considered as a possible location for future eruptions. Such
an event would result in large jökulhlaups both towards east, down Kvíárjökull and west, down Virkis- and Falljökull, as may have happened in the past.
Another feature worth pointing out is a topographical
step within the caldera, which we interpret as a separate caldera formation. The inner caldera bed is ∼150
m lower than its rim in the northern part of the caldera
(Figure 12). The lowest pass out of the depression
formed by the two calderas, where Kvíárjökull drains
out is ∼200 m above the caldera adjacent floor but at
this location the rims of the two calderas nearly coincide. Other passes are higher relative to the inner
caldera floor.
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DISCUSSION
The high elevation of the passes out of the depression formed by the two calderas suggests little erosion
since the collapse of the inner caldera and that the corresponding collapse presumably is relatively recent.
A possible candidate for forming the suggested inner caldera may even be the eruption in 1362 AD. Its
dimensions, ∼6 km2 in area and volume of 0.5–1.0
km3 , are comparable to the size of the caldera formed
during the Pinatubo eruption in 1991 (Lipman, 2000),
which in many ways was similar to the Öræfajökull eruption in 1362 (Ármann Höskuldsson, personal
communication, 2012). This similarity applies to the
volume of erupted material, but its dry rock equivalent
(DRE) was 4–5 km3 for Pinatubo in 1991 (Lipman,
2000) compared to estimated DRE of ∼2 km3 for the
1362 eruption in Öræfajökull (Thorarinsson, 1958).
The water table within an open ice cauldron
formed during an eruption within the caldera would
not drop below the lowest pass out of it at ∼1525 m
a.s.l. Interaction of magma with water should thereJÖKULL No. 62, 2012
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Figure 12. The bedrock topography for the centre part of Öræfajökull along with the outlines of Öræfajökull
caldera (broken red line), a potential inner caldera formation (broken yellow line) and a possible older eroded
caldera formation north of the present caldera (broken green line) within the accumulation area of Svínafellsjökull. – Botnlandslag undir hæsta hluta Öræfajökuls. Brotalínur sýna Öræfajökulsöskjuna (rautt), líklega
innri öskjumyndun (gult) og mögulega eldri og rofna öskjumyndun undir upptökum Svínafellsjökuls (grænt).
fore be expected for an eruption vent located below
this elevation. The corresponding water table for an
open cauldron within the Virkisá part of the caldera
(Figure 11), would be ∼1575 m a.s.l. The basal water
pressure maintained by a water level at 1575 m a.s.l.
would not hydrostatically lift up the ∼180 m ice block
covering the pass underneath Kvíárjökull. Propagation of floodwater through an ice tunnel, melted by
warm water, east towards Kvíá should however not be
ruled out.
The topography of the mountain outside the
caldera is much more complex than within it, with
many ridges propagating radially from the ÖræfajökJÖKULL No. 62, 2012

ull centre. It is not trivial to distinguish between topographic features formed initially by volcanic activity and forms solely produced by glacier erosion, but
many of these ridges were probably initially formed
by flank eruptions from Öræfajökull. The valley storing the accumulation area of Svínafellsjökull north of
the Öræfajökull caldera is a topographic feature where
such a separation is difficult (Figure 12). It may have
been formed entirely by glacier erosion. However,
the feature looks very much like an old caldera, of
similar size to the present caldera, eroded down towards west by the glaciers. A caldera at this location would be in agreement with geophysical studies
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(Gudmundsson and Högnadóttir, 2007; Guðmundsson, 1999) suggesting that the area of volcanic activity
has been propagating southwards. Further geological
studies are however needed to verify if this hypothetical caldera is real.

CONCLUSIONS
A detailed analysis of RES-data from Öræfajökull
and an accurate high resolution surface DEM have
been used to construct a comprehensive DEM of the
bedrock underneath the ice cap of Öræfajökull and the
distribution of ice stored within it. Based on this we
make the following key observations:
The ice in the ablation area of Öræfajökull is up
to 550 m thick, covering deep troughs, which reach
more than 200 m below current sea level. It would
take ∼4000 years to excavate these troughs into a preexisting sediment plain given the present rate of sediment transport in the main rivers draining from Öræfajökull. Hence it is unlikely that the troughs were
entirely formed during the Little Ice Age. Large lakes
will probably replace the glacier in these troughs in
the coming decades.
The distribution of ice volume and area of the outlet glaciers of Öræfajökull vary significantly suggesting a variable glacier response to changes in climatic
conditions from one outlet glacier to another. The
high accumulation area of some glaciers (e.g. Kvíárjökull) will secure their existence in the foreseeable
future while relatively little but permanent temperature change (0.5–1.0 ◦ C) resulting in ∼100 m rise in
ELA may cause others (e.g. Morsárjökull) to decrease
to only a fraction of their present size or disappear
completely.
The caldera of Öræfajökull holds 4.3 km3 of ice
and the maximum ice thickness is 540 m. Most of the
caldera lies within the Kvíá drainage basin, while the
remainder is mainly within the Virkisá river basin.
The lowest pass cutting the caldera rim is at
∼1525 m a.s.l., located underneath Kvíárjökull.
Hence, if all the ice mass within the caldera were
melted during an eruption but the bedrock topography would remain intact, 1/4 of the meltwater would
remain within the caldera, putting the upper limit of
flood water volume down to ∼2.9 km3 . The second
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main pass, towards Fall- and Virkisjökull, is at ∼1575
m a.s.l.
The floor of the caldera is smooth and volcanic
features appear almost absent. An exception is a
mound near the water divides between Kvíá and Virkisá drainage basins beneath 400 m of ice. An eruption
at this location may cause massive jökulhlaups both
towards east beneath Kvíárjökull and west beneath
Virkis- and Falljökull. A topographic step within the
caldera suggests a separate and probably more recent
caldera formation, ∼150 m deep and ∼6 km2 in area.
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ÁGRIP
Öræfajökull, syðst í Vatnajökli, er virk megineldstöð
sem gosið hefur tvisvar á sögulegum tíma; 1362 og
1727 (Sigurður Þórarinsson, 1958). Vetrarsnjórinn á
hæsta hluta hans er sá mesti sem mælst hefur á íslenskum jökli og samsvarar að um 6–8 m vatns að
jafnaði (Magnús T. Guðmundsson, 2000) en safnsvæði Öræfajökuls liggur hátt og er í úrkomusamasta
hluta Íslands (Crochet, 2007). Þessi mikla snjósöfnun og lítil leysing á safnsvæðinu skýrir umfang skriðjöklanna sem sumir ná alveg niður á láglendi. Í þessari
grein eru birt kort af botni og yfirborði Öræfajökuls og
skriðjökla hans. Botnkortið er byggt á ísþykktarmælingum sem gerðar voru með íssjá í nokkrum mæliferðum á tímabilinu 1991–2012. Yfirborðskortið er
unnið úr leysihæðamælingum (LiDAR) úr flugvél árin 2010 og 2011. Undir hæsta hluta jökulsins er um
14 km2 askja fyllt með 4.3 km3 af ís sem er allt að 540
m þykkur. Stærsti hluti öskjunnar er innan vatnasviðs
Kvíár sem rennur austur undan Kvíárjökli. Nær allt
annað vatn leitar í vestur undir Fall- og Virkisjökli og
kemur í Virkisá. Í botni öskjunnar er lítið um óreglur sem gætu verið stakar gosmyndanir. Helsta undantekningin er kollur nærri vatnaskilum Kvíár og Virkisár, undir ∼400 m þykkum ís. Gos í og nærri kollinum
gætu valdið miklum jökulhlaupum til austurs og vesturs úr öskjunni. Einnig má greina greina þrep í botni
öskjunnar sem við túlkum sem sérstaka öskjumyndun,
um 6 km2 að flatarmáli og u.þ.b. 150 m djúpa. Norðan Hvannadalshnúks, undir upptökum Svínafellsjökuls er skál sem er opin til vesturs. Hún er hugsanlega
eldri öskjumyndun, mikið rofin af jökli.
Skriðjöklar Öræfajökuls eru allt að 550 m þykkir
(Skaftafells- og Svínafellsjökull) þar sem þeir skríða
út á láglendið. Undir þeim hafa myndast lægðir grafnar niður í jökulset sem ná allt að 220 m undir sjávarmál. Ef tekið er mið af langtímamælingum á aurburði í ám sem renna frá Öræfajökli tæki um 4000
ár að flytja burt með vatni setið sem áður fyllti lægðirnar. Það er því ólíklegt að þær lægðir hafi grafist
út að öllu leyti á Litlu ísöld. Á komandi áratugum
munu myndast jaðarlón og þau sem fyrir eru halda
áfram að stækka við núverandi eða hlýnandi loftslag
vegna hops jökulsporða. Hæð og stærð safnsvæða
skriðjöklanna frá Öræfajökli og í grennd við hann er
JÖKULL No. 62, 2012

mjög mismunandi og því má gera ráð mjög breytilegri svörun við hlýnandi loftslagi. Viðvarandi hlýnun
um 0.5-1.0◦ C mun líklega valda því að jöklar eins og
Morsárjökull hverfa alveg meðan jökull á borð við
Kvíárjökul, með mestan hluta safnvæðis síns í um
1800 m hæð, mun lifa af jafnvel þó hlýjustu loftslagsspár gangi eftir.
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